We propose a conservative extension of interaction nets which offers enriched patternmatching facilities. The extension is conservative in the sense that it can be implemented inside standard interaction nets, and thus can be seen as a system of macros. Consequently, we are guaranteed to keep all the good properties of interaction nets, in particular strong confluence. We see this extension as a crucial step towards using interaction nets as a programming language, which remains a relatively unexplored area. One significant feature of the extension presented here is that, in contrast to other extensions presented previously, we essentially follow the syntax and spirit of interaction nets, and moreover the extension lives at the same level.
Introduction
Interaction nets [8] are particular forms of graph rewriting systems. They have become very well-known for their connection with implementing optimal reduction and efficient reduction strategies in the λ-calculus (see for instance [2, 10] ). Over the last 14 years a substantial theory of interaction nets has been developed, in addition to practical work based around implementing interaction nets on both sequential and parallel hardware [12] .
However, interaction nets were originally put forward by Lafont as both a model of distributed computation and as a programming language usable in practice. The purpose of this paper is to make a contribution to this second point, by introducing a mechanism which simplifies the way systems of interaction nets can be defined. We achieve this by introducing macros, which are a way of extending interaction nets (in a gentle way) so that a user can define systems of interaction with fewer agents and fewer rules.
The addition of macros for interaction nets serves two distinct advantages:
(i) As with any macro system, it allows the definition of programs in a compact way, and provides the programmer with a powerful abstraction technique.
(ii) Additionally, it hides some of the auxiliary details that would otherwise be needed. Interaction nets have a very primitive notion of pattern matching. Consequently, many additional rules are needed to implement more sophisticated matches, yet these are implementation details, and should not be seen by the programmer. We shall use this point as one of our main motivations, and give a detailed example in Section 3.
Interaction nets are graph rewriting systems with very strong conditions placed on the rules. One of the most remarkable properties is that, despite these strong conditions, interaction nets are computationally complete. However, such conditions make it unnecessarily difficult for the user of interaction nets to program a given algorithm. Our main goal with this work is to provide a conservative extension of interaction nets which relaxes some of the main constraints, but only when we can still preserve the main properties. Our system will remain confluent in the strongest sense for instance. We justify all this with the fact that all macros that we introduce can be compiled back into Lafont's interaction nets.
Consequently, there are two, orthogonal, perspectives on this work. First, it is a system of macros, where each macro will be expanded into interaction nets before being executed. On the other hand, we can see this as an extension that can be implemented directly, where the macros become part of the system. This latter point suggests a rather elegant way to generalise interaction nets, which maintains the essential properties. We briefly mention some of the issues involved in implementing these generalised nets in Section 6.
Our work is not the first one to extend interaction nets in some way. In particular, there are several works which relate to the notions of macros that we are introducing in this paper.
• Bechet [4] introduced abbreviations for interaction nets, which can be understood as a notion of identifying a net with an agent, and then attempting to define rules for this abbreviation. To be consistent with the spirit of interaction nets each abbreviation must have one principal port.
• Gay [6] introduced pseudo-agents, which are another form of macros for interaction nets. These do not add any expressive power, but provide a convenient mechanism for writing nets which can expand at compile time.
Both abbreviations and pseudo-agents have been added to provide a mechanism of hiding some of the details of a computation and they both exist at a meta-level. On the other hand, the framework we present here changes the notion of an interaction net in a uniform way. In fact both of the above pieces of work can be seen as particular cases of our framework (namely agents with zero principal ports).
• Alexiev's interaction nets with multiple principal ports (INMPP) [1] consist of agents with several principal ports (a property shared with our approach), but with different restrictions on the interaction rules: interactions are still binary, and thus left-hand sides may have free principal ports. Hence IN-MPP are non-confluent (and non-conservative), which is indeed Alexiev's motivation, in contrast with ours.
• Banach and Papadopoulos [3] hinted at something quite close to what we are presenting. There are differences however, for instance they do not exclude cyclic left-hand sides, which is necessary for our work to obtain a conservative extension of interaction nets.
Our focus will be macros for interaction rules, rather than macros for nets. Many previous ideas for net macros, such as pseudo agents, can be combined with our system, but do not follow the theme of adding such agents to the rewriting system. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section we recall the standard definition of interaction nets. In Section 3 we motivate the work of this paper through examples. In Section 4 we propose our new framework for interaction nets, and prove that the extension is indeed conservative in Section 5. In Section 6 we briefly mention some implementation issues. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 7.
Interaction Nets
A system of Lafont's interaction nets (LIN) is specified from a set Σ of symbols, and a set R of interaction rewrite rules. Each symbol α ∈ Σ has an associated (fixed) arity. An occurrence of a symbol α ∈ Σ will be called an agent. If the arity of α is n, then the agent has n + 1 ports: a distinguished one called the principal port depicted by an arrow, and n auxiliary ports labelled x 1 , . . . , x n corresponding to the arity of the symbol. Such an agent will be drawn in the following way:
A net N built on Σ is a graph (not necessarily connected) with agents at the vertices. The edges (or wires) of the graph connect agents together at the ports such that there is only one edge at every port. The ports of an agent that are not connected to another agent are called free. There are two special instances of a net: a wiring (no agents) and the empty net; the extremes of wirings are also called free ports.
A pair of agents (α, β) ∈ Σ × Σ connected together on their principal ports is called an active pair (or redex ) and denoted α β. An interaction rule (α β =⇒ N ) ∈ R replaces an occurrence of the active pair α β by a net N . The left-hand side of a rule consists of two agents connected together by their principal ports only (i.e. all their auxiliary ports must be free). Moreover, the rule must satisfy two conditions: all free ports are preserved during reduction (reduction is local, i.e. only the part of the net involved in the rewrite is modified), and there is at most one rule for each pair of agents. In particular, if the left hand-side is symmetric (an interaction of an agent α with another agent α), the right hand-side must be symmetric as well. The following diagram illustrates the idea, where N is any net built from Σ.
We use the notation =⇒ for the one-step reduction relation and =⇒ * for its transitive and reflexive closure. If a net does not contain any active pairs then we say that it is in normal form. One-step reduction satisfies the diamond property (i.e. a diverging one-step reduction P ⇐= N =⇒ Q can always be joined in one-step: P =⇒ S ⇐= Q), and thus we obtain a very strong notion of confluence. Indeed, all reduction sequences to full normal form are permutation equivalent and standard results from rewriting theory tell us that if one reduction sequence terminates, then all reduction sequences terminate.
Motivation
In this section we motivate our work by investigating how easy it is to use interaction nets as a graphical programming language, specifically with respect to the pattern matching capabilities. We investigate this issue with two examples.
Example 3.1 Addition of natural numbers. We begin with one of the most used examples of interaction nets. Unary integers are inductively defined as either 0 or S(n) if n is a unary integer. Addition is defined by induction over either the first or the second integer, for instance, as a term rewriting system (or TRS):
We can represent such numbers using interaction nets in the following way. First we define agents 0 and S:
Since we consider S as a constructor, the net S(0), for example, would be generated by connecting the principal port of 0 to the auxiliary port of an agent S. For the addition, we introduce an agent add with three ports: two for the integers to add and one for the result. However, there is a choice available as to where to put the principal port. To mimic the term rewriting system above, we choose the following:
Observe that there is a direct relationship between the choice of position of the principal port and the choice of which argument we perform the recursion on. The interaction rules for this function with the constructors 0 and S are then straightforward, in that they can readily be seen to mimic the term rewriting system above:
For this example the interaction rules follow very closely the term rewriting system. We also note that both the constructors and functions become agents, and the distinction between these at the level of nets is arbitrary: an interaction rule is between a function and a constructor, but which agent is which is not important. In that respect as well we closely follow the TRS philosophy, as opposed to the usual programming language approach, where we distinguish functions from data constructors.
Example 3.2 Maximum of two numbers. Our second example is the following definition of a function to compute the maximum of two unary integers:
To proceed in the same way as for Example 3.1, one would introduce an agent max with three ports: two for the inputs and one for the result. We would like this agent to look at both inputs at the same time (i.e. to have two principal ports) which is of course forbidden in Lafont's interaction nets. The key difference with the previous example is that the TRS for max requires that matching is performed on both arguments. However, for a certain class of rewriting systems (the so-called match-sequential systems [14] ) there are known transformations which result in a TRS which examines arguments one at a time. We refer the reader to [7] for a detailed presentation of one such transformation. The TRS for max can then be transformed to give the following:
Thus arguments are matched in a sequential, ordered way. This particular system has been obtained by introducing an auxiliary function symbol (aux) and corresponding rules. Not all rewriting systems have the match-sequential property, but when they do, they can be transformed into an equivalent system, analogous to this example. Borrowing a result from [5] , we know that match-sequential constructor systems can be encoded as a system of interaction nets. It is now straightforward to express this revised version of max as a system of interaction nets:
rules which also correspond. However, we cannot write max as we would have liked above: we are forced to pattern match sequentially, one argument at a time, due to the principal port constraint.
We remark that in both these examples, an interaction is performed only when there are two principal ports facing each other, which means that a certain amount of evaluation is required to allow this pattern matching to be achieved. This of course is exactly the same in term rewriting systems, except that, in interaction nets (and also in any practical programming language which uses pattern matching), we have to choose first on which argument the pattern matching will be done. When a pattern forces reduction, we get a form of call-by-value reduction.
We can now make a key remark: although we are able to encode the max function, we had to introduce an additional agent aux and also rules for this agent. In addition, a single rewrite step in the original term rewriting system may need more than one reduction step in this encoding. This is not satisfactory from the perspective of the programmer who wants simpler programs rather than more complicated ones. The solution to this problem that we propose is to devise a notion of macro system for interaction nets which will allow for the natural definitions of common operations, such as max, and moreover hide some of the details of the auxiliary agents that would otherwise have to be introduced by the programmer. If these agents can be added in an automatic way then we can reduce the burden on the programmer.
We point out that we do not provide a new result about which class of TRSs can be encoded into interaction nets: these still have to be strongly sequential. However, we do provide a simpler, more natural way of encoding TRSs into our extension of interaction nets.
However, before proceeding to this step, we have to issue a warning about a typical non-example, which is a term rewriting system that is not matchsequential. The particularity of this system is that, in the presence of a diverging computation represented by ⊥, we have:
por(tt, ⊥) → tt and por(⊥, tt) → tt.
Consequently, there is no hope of transforming the system as we did previously for max: if we choose to pattern-match first on one of the arguments, we loose this property. In particular, the notion of macros in interaction nets that we will introduce will not allow to define the parallel-or, and this is indeed what we want since our goal is not to extend the expressive power of interaction nets, but on the contrary to ensure conservativity.
Adding Macros
We next proceed with formally defining the framework we propose. The main point of departure from interaction nets is that we wish to permit interaction between several ports at the same time, and we will achieve this by having the possibility of several principal ports on the same agent.
However, we want this extension to be conservative, and in particular keep the strong confluence property. We thus have to adapt the rules so that they are in the same spirit as standard LINs, but in this more general framework. We begin with a definition, before explaining with an example. Agents. Each agent has an arbitrary, non-negative, number of principal ports (rather than exactly one). They still have an arbitrary (again non-negative) number of auxiliary ports, as before. Note in particular that agents without any ports are allowed, even though these may not be very useful. Ports of an agent are still ordered or named, but now they may have to be distinguished explicitly in some cases, whereas it was always implicit in LINs.
Nets. A MAIN net is built in the same way as a LIN, with at most one edge linked to a port. Consequently, they are the same as those of Alexiev's INMPP [1] .
Rules. Interaction rules are no longer restricted to binary interactions and may involve any number of agents, provided the following conditions hold. L =⇒ R is a valid rule if: (i) L is an acyclic connected net with at least one agent; (ii) agents in L are connected only by their principal ports; (iii) the interface of L does not contain any principal port (i.e. every principal port of every agent is connected to another principal port -of another agent, by (i)); (iv) R is a net with as many free ports as L; (v) there is at most one rule applicable per left-hand side; in particular R must have the same symmetries as L.
Reduction is defined in exactly the same way as in Lafont's interaction nets: if L is a subnet of N , L will be called a redex and we may apply a rule L =⇒ R to N by simply replacing L by R in N . In other words, the application of a rule is done with "injective matching" in the standard graph-theoretic vocabulary.
We thus keep the notion of principal port of LINs, and they serve es-8 sentially the same purpose: they allow the potential redexes to be identified syntactically (i.e. without looking at the whole set of rules) in the sense that a potential redex is exactly a subnet strongly connected by principal ports, without outgoing principal ports. The typical scenario will be datatype constructors represented by standard LIN agents and some functions (destructors) that will be agents with several principal ports, so that interaction rules will generally involve only one agent with multiple principal ports and several standard agents; but our framework is of course much more general.
Example 4.2 We show again Example 3.2 for computing the maximum of two numbers, but this time using MAIN. The key observation here is that this is achieved without the use of auxiliary agents.
We use the existing agents 0 and S, but define a new agent max with two principal ports:
The interaction rules for this new agent are:
We remark that with the above example what we have written is what the programmer would see. Compare this with Example 3.2, where all the details of the sequentialised pattern matching and additional agents are given, which is what the programmer should not see.
There is still a difference with Example 3.2. Here, the evaluation of both arguments is forced before evaluating the max. In this respect, we impose a strategy which is more call-by-value, but this is necessary. Already in Example 3.2, the system of Lafont's interaction net was call-by-value with respect to its first argument, whereas the original TRS was not call-by-value at all. However, all this is fine with the max example because all versions are observationally equivalent, and this is the key difference with the por example.
The notion of macros that we have introduced should be understood as a generalisation of interaction nets. Specifically, agents may now look like this:
An interaction rule however can only be defined if all of the principal ports are connected to principal ports: there is therefore a conjunctive requirement that all ports are ready to interact. Consequently, this pattern matching requirement forces evaluation before an interaction can take place.
We end this section by showing that one of the main properties of interaction nets, namely that strong confluence still holds for MAIN. Proof. If M reduces both to N and P in one step, then either the redex contracted is the same and N = P thanks to Definition 4.1 (v) or the two redexes are different, hence disjoint (by Definition 4.1 (ii) and (iii)) and the corresponding rules may be applied independently. 2 
Conservativity
In this section, we show that MAINs are equivalent to LINs in terms of expressive power, and thus can be seen as a system of macros. The intuitions about this translation have been given in Section 3. First, it is easy to note that LINs are a particular case of MAINs:
Proof. It is straightforward to see that Lafont's interaction nets can be seen as MAINs. Moreover, the conditions on the rules in MAINs in the case where agents always have only one principal port are equivalent to those of LINs (in particular, interaction is always binary), thus the rewrite relations derived from the interaction rules seen either as LIN or MAIN coincide. 2
For the other direction, we obviously do not have MAIN ⊂ LIN, hence we have to temper this inclusion with translation functions. We will define a translation function from MAINs to LINs that will sequentialise computations. There is of course a choice in the order in which the sequentialisation is done, so the translation function is not going to be unique. Hence we also have to provide a readback function whose job will include unfolding partial results, and show that reduction steps correspond.
Moreover, we want this translation to be somewhat well-behaved, which can be formalised in the following way: 
Proposition 5.3
If τ is compositional, it is enough to define τ on the agents only.
In a given MAIN signature, we call maximally principal an agent with the maximum number of principal ports (among the agents in the signature, i.e. it does not imply that all ports are principal). We proceed by induction on the maximal number p of principal ports of agents and the number n of maximally principal agents (in lexicographic order). We define a function τ from MAIN signatures to LIN signatures and from MAIN nets to LIN nets such that if N is a MAIN on the signature (Σ, R), then τ (N ) is a LIN on the signature τ (Σ, R). The function τ is given as follows:
The translation function τ is defined by:
• If p = 0, then n = 1 due to constraints (i) and (ii) in Definition 4.1 (no principal port, thus unary interaction). For each agent α without a principal port, we add a principal port to α and introduce a zero-ary LIN agent α , and we change any possible rule α =⇒ N to α α =⇒ τ (N ). Graphically, we replace every rule:
• If p = 1, then n = 2: we are exactly in the case of Lafont's interaction nets, and the translation is the identity.
• If p > 1, let α be a maximally principal agent, and let (L i =⇒ R i ) i∈I be the rules involving α. Each L i is of the form: α linked by its p principal ports (say x 1 , . . . , x p ) to N 
In other words, we replace each rule for α by p rules involving a different α i j , according to the following schema:
Clearly, this signature satisfies the induction hypothesis, hence can be translated to a LIN signature. We then simply have to alias α 1 to α. Proposition 5.6 The above defined translation τ (defined on signatures) also defines a translation of agents, hence can be extended by compositionality to a translation of nets (still written τ ).
It is clear from the definition of τ that if L is a redex in a MAIN N (say with rule L =⇒ R, where we can assume without loss of generality that R does not contain redexes), then on the LIN side, we have τ (L) =⇒ * τ (R). In other words, the reduction will use several auxiliary agents, but they will all successfully reduce to τ (R). However, it is now possible that a net without redex on the MAIN side is translated to a net with an active pair in Lafont's nets. This corresponds to beginning the pattern-matching. But since we do not have a MAIN redex in the first place, we know for sure that the pattern-matching will "fail" at some point i.e. that the reduced net will have an auxiliary agent that cannot be reduced.
Hence, if we want reductions in MAINs and LINs to correspond neatly, we have to define a readback function ρ from LINs to MAINs which is straightforward: it just has to undo any reduction that has not fully-completed, i.e. replace each α . We can do that because the superscript i allows to remember which nets to put back. Now that we have all the ingredients, it is only a matter of playing with symbols to state that τ is conservative in the following sense: N is a MAIN on (Σ, R) and N =⇒ * N , let (Σ , R ) = τ (Σ, R) and S = τ (N ), then there is a LIN S such that S =⇒ * S (in the LIN system of signature (Σ , R )) and N = ρ(S ).
The conditions in Definition 4.1 are very natural according to the notion of principal port we want in our framework, as they closely correspond to conditions of LINs and are suited to ensure strong confluence. The only condition that seems to come from nowhere is the condition of acyclicity of the left hand-sides. This can be justified in the following way. may always be reduced to a net of that form. Hence τ (α) has to be invariant by permutation of 1 and 2. This is clearly not general enough; for instance the following rule cannot be realised by a net which is invariant by a permutation of 1 and 2:
The question that we want to address in this section is whether we can implement MAINs as easily as interaction nets, and also identify if they share some of the significant features of interaction nets when it comes to implementation. There are two ways in which we can implement MAINs. The first is that we can compile them into pure LINs, and then use existing machinery, for instance [13, 9] . The advantage of this is that there are already several implementations of interaction nets available. A disadvantage is that the user may see answers containing agents that were generated by this compilation (for instance aux in Example 3.2).
An alternative approach, which would be the preferred one, is to implement them directly. This would require the development of new evaluators, but has the advantage of executing what the programmer wrote, rather than a compiled system (which uses agents that the programmer did not define). Below we consider some of the implementation issues to justify whether this choice is reasonable.
One of the main features of interaction nets is that they can be implemented very easily. Some of the main issues, amongst others, are the following, where we identify the point for interaction nets, and then state if the same situation is true for MAINs:
• Cost of reduction: although each type of interaction may have a slightly different cost, all the same interactions have the same cost, and moreover all interactions have a constant cost. As a consequence, the total cost of a computation can be derived from the total number of interactions performed. This is an important issue for interaction nets, as it is not the case for many other rewriting systems. For MAINs, the situation is exactly the same, with the exception that the constant would be larger (depending on how many agents were involved in the reduction). However, there is no hard evidence to believe that this will be any more or less efficient than pure interaction nets.
• Finding the next redex: many traditional implementations of graph reduction need to locate the next redex, and this is an expensive cost to the computation [11] . Interaction net implementations can keep a stack of active pairs that need reducing. Each time we rewrite an active pair, we can find all the new active pairs locally. The problem of identifying the next redex is therefore quite trivial. For MAINs, we must do exactly the same. The key difference for MAINs is that there are additional active pairs to check, and thus additional agents must be examined during this process. But this is just pushing the pattern matching to this level, rather than at the level of interaction nets, and therefore identifying the next active pair it is no more expensive for MAINs.
• Locality of graph rewrites: all interaction rules are local, in that each time we perform a rewrite only the two agents involved in the interaction are disturbed-the rest of the net is left unchanged. Consequently, this form of rewriting is well adapted for parallel graph rewriting.
For MAINs, reduction is still local, but the exact extent of the locality depends tightly on the rule. However, this is nothing more than a pattern matching issue. MAINs allow a richer pattern matching mechanism which has already been sequentialised in LINs.
Consequently, we can conclude that as far as efficiency is concerned, there are no real reasons to believe that MAINs will be any more or less efficient. Without empirical studies we are not able to say more about this issue, but from our experience of implementing interaction nets we believe that the above points are the main issues, and therefore MAINs can be seen as a useful conservative extension to interaction nets which can be implemented directly at no extra cost.
Conclusion
We have shown how to augment interaction nets with a simple macro system which makes it easier to use interaction nets as a programming language. A key advantage is that the programmer does not need to see some of the pattern matching code (auxiliary agents and rules). For this reason we see this extension as a positive step towards using interaction nets as a programming language. The extension is natural and preserves all the main properties of interaction nets. Reduction is no longer binary, but n-ary. However it is still a local graph transformation.
There are many possible directions that this work can take. Generally, we can adapt previous work done on LINs to MAINs, e.g. criteria for deadlock freeness, type systems, etc. This would allow MAINs to be applied more generally, and used for instance in the encoding of other systems, for example the λ-calculus. Our hope is that MAINs can provide the bridge between providing highly efficient implementations of such languages, by overcoming some of the excessive constraints of LINs.
